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Abstract This paper presents the performance characteristics of a new active pixel sensor (APS) structure based on a linearlogarithmic response, which is implemented using a 0.35-µm standard CMOS process. The new pixel structure allows tuning
of the dynamic range and the sensitivity. At the low-intensity light, both the dynamic range and the linear sensitivity were improved due
to the increased capacitance of the photodetector. At the high-intensity light, the pixel is operated in a logarithmic mode by an additional
MOSFET. Furthermore, the reference voltages can adjust the sensitivity and the starting point of logarithmic response.
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1. Introduction
2. Pixel Structure and Operation

Recently, the CMOS active pixel sensor (APS) has been used in a
wide variety of applications, including digital camera and mobile
phones. The APS usually consists of a 3-transistor (3-Tr) APS or a
4-transistor (4-Tr) APS. The pinned photodiode based 4-Tr APS
structure has been favorably used in the APS due to the performance
advantages of low dark current and high sensitivity compared to the
3-T pixel structure [1]. However, the pinned photodiode based 4-Tr
APS has some disadvantages, such as a small fill factor emerging
from the use of additional transistors, a low dynamic range (DR)
associated with the small well capacity, and high cost due to the
required modification in the typical CMOS process [2][3].
Various approaches have been proposed to attain high-sensitivity
and wide dynamic range [4][5][6]. Some equipment for highsensitivity applications use photomultiplier tubes or charge-coupled
devices (CCD). However, these photodetectors consume a large
amount of power and cannot be integrated with CMOS logic circuits.
Logarithmic sensors may extremely widen its dynamic range in high
illumination range by compressing image signal. However,
conventional logarithmic sensors operating in the sub-threshold
region suffer from low sensitivity at low light intensity. The quality
of the resulting output image of the logarithmic sensor is degraded
by mismatches between the individual pixels in each sensor.
Multiple sampling technique provides wide dynamic range without
pixel modification. However, conventional multiple sampling
method requires additional frame memory circuits and image
synthesis process.
In this work, we proposed a novel CMOS image sensor to extend
the dynamic range. The proposed APS has linear-logarithmic
response and varied dynamic range by adjusting the reference
voltage. It has been designed by using the 0.35μm 2-poly 4-metal

The pixel schematic diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1. This is
equivalent-circuit diagram of the new pixel structure for the desired
second linear operation and controllability of the proposed structure,
a positive bias voltage (Vlin) is applied at the photogate. The new
pixel structure is designed to be similar to a conventional 3-Tr APS
structure. The overall photosensing part of the new structure is
composed of both a photogate region and a photodiode region, as
shown in Fig. 1. And logarithmic response is guaranteed by a series
of transistors (M4 and M5), with the gate connected to the drain.
The pixel response can simply be adjusted by tuning the point of
transition between the linear and the logarithmic domains through
the setting of a reference voltage (Vlog).

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed pixel.
The detailed operating principle of the proposed pixel is as follows
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equation:
(1st linear response)

dynamic range and the linear sensitivity were improved due to
capacitance condition of the photodetector. The Vlin can adjust
starting the point the second linear response. Furthermore, the pixel
response can simply be adjusted by tuning the point of transition
between the linear and the logarithmic domains through the setting
of the Vlog. The proposed pixel will be fabricated in a prototype with
120 x 160 resolution. Its characteristics will be evaluated and will be
compared with the simulation results.

(1)

(2nd linear response) (2)
(Logarithmic)

(3)

3. Simulation Results
Fig. 2 shows the simulation results of the variation of the output
voltage in the proposed APS as function of Vlin. The Capacitance of
sensing node can lead to second linear response. It has been found
that the sensitivity of the new pixel structure at different
photocurrent levels is tunable and controllable by varying Vlin.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results of the variation of the output voltage in the
proposed APS as function of Vlin (Vlog = 1.8V).
Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the variation of the output
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of the variation of the output voltage in the
proposed APS as function of Vlog (Vlin = 3.3V).

4. Conclusions
A new wide dynamic range pixel structure was proposed based
on linear-logarithmic response. At the low-intensity light, both the
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